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A comprehensive menu of Bellini Pizzeria from Derbyshire Dales covering all 16 menus and drinks can be found
here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Matthew Ward likes about Bellini Pizzeria:
Recently moved to an area which Bellini Pizzeria delivers to. We enjoyed the Tandori Chicken and Romano

Pizzas as part of a special deal. We ordered a thin crust and a thick crust and they were both really nice. The
whole family could taste the difference in the Pizzas compared to other local places we've tried including

Dominos etc. This is now firmly our favourite place for Pizza in the area. We look forward to ord... read more. The
premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological

disabilities. What markhE5979YN doesn't like about Bellini Pizzeria:
Italian Name , Italian Owner , Advertising as a Pizzeria, you would expect the Pizza to be Perfect, Unfortunately

not and nothing like the Pizza's they advertise. No different from any other conveyer belt Pizza. Precooked
base's Not Fresh Dough), Poor quality toppings especially on the meaty Pizza. I gave them a chance but
unfortunately I was very disappointed. : read more. At Bellini Pizzeria, a restaurant with Italian dishes from
Derbyshire Dales, you can enjoy typical Italian cuisine, including classics like pizza and pasta, Also, you

shouldn't miss out on the crispy and crunchy pizza, original freshly baked in a wood oven.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Chicke�
CHICKEN STRIPS

India�
CHICKEN DARTS

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

BREAD

WRAP

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

CHEESE

GARLIC

FETA

TOMATE

CRUDE
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